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Abstract
One-dimensional numerical simulation using the reference frame was conducted to investigate the characteristics of the
laser-induced ionization wave. The radiative transfer equations for the laser and ultraviolet lights were coupled with the
fluid equations for electrons and neutral particles. It was proven that the simulation using the reference frame was useful
for the wave-propagation analysis. The simulated ionization wave velocity was on the same order of magnitude as the
Chapman-Jouguet velocity. Also, the estimated electron temperature agreed with the experimental result.

Nomenclature

c : speed of light
D : diffusion coefficient
e : elemental charge
h : Planck constant

I : light intensity
m : mass
n : number density

P : power
S : particle source
Zeff : effective nuclear charge
ε : energy

ε0 : vacuum permittivity
λ : wavelength
µ : mobility
ν : frequency

σ : cross-section
ω : angular frequency
Ω : solid angle

Subscript
abs : absorption
col : collision
e : electron

i : ion
in : inflow
ion : ionization

las : laser
L : left-runnning UV light
n : neutral
photo : photoionization

rad : radiation
R : right-runnning UV light

1. Introduction

The beamed energy propulsion (BEP) is one of the pro-
posed transportation systems from ground to space. The
advantages of the BEP are high specific impulse and high
thrust as well as low propulsion weight since onboard
propellants are not required. Among the BEP concepts,
the applicability of high-power laser has been demon-
strated by Myrabo et al. [1], within the experiments us-
ing the lightcract. Also, the launch capability and cost of
the laser-powered orbital launcher have studied by Kat-
surayama et al. [2]. It has been proven that a significant

cost reduction is expected by using the laser propulsion.
The thrust force in the laser propulsion is yielded by

the high pressure generated in the laser-supported det-
onation (LSD) process. In the LSD regime, an ioniza-
tion wave absorbing the laser power travels with the
shock wave. The propagation process in the LSD was de-
scribed by the Raizer’s theory [3]. This theory was simply
based on the one-dimensional steady-state hydrodynam-
ics conservation laws with heat interaction. However, in
some conditions, the propagation velocity predicted by
the Chapman-Jouguet condition in the theory did not
agree with the measured values [4]. Eventually, it has
been suggested that some non-hydrodynamic ionization
mechanism are more important than the shock waves.
To account for the non-hydrodynamic ionization mech-

anism, a hypothesis has been built that the ultraviolet
(UV) lights emitted by the plasma behind the shock wave
cause photoionization in front of the ionization wave. The
assumed processes are as follows: the photoionization by
the UV lights provide the seed electrons, and then the
main ionization is induced by the avalanche ionization.
Recently, a simple analytical model which considered
the avalanche ionization and photoionization has been
proposed by Shimamura et al. [5]. It was reported that
the propagation velocity of the LSD wave predicted by
the model agreed with the experimental results. How-
ever, this model relies on the electron number densi-
ties and electron temperature obtained by the experi-
ments. Therefore, an established model which describes
the major characteristics of the discharge has not been
proposed.
The objective of this paper is to propose a laser-

induced discharge model which considers both of the
effects of the avalanche ionization and photoionization.
The fundamental assumptions are based on the analyt-
ical model proposed in Ref. [5]. To capture the charac-
teristics of the ionization wave, a one-dimensional model
using the reference frame fixed to the wavefront is con-
structed. The effectiveness of the computation using the
reference frame and the validity of the model are dis-
cussed.
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2. 1-D laser-induced discharge model

The major assumptions of the model are as follows:
(1) A large planar ionization wave is formed perpen-

dicular to the incident laser beam. The properties
change only along the direction of the incident laser
(x-axis).

(2) The incident laser energy is absorbed by the inverse
Bremsstrahlung (IB) process.

(3) The laser energy absorbed by electrons is instanta-
neously consumed in ionization. Thus, the electron
energy equation is skipped in the energy conversion
process between the laser and ionization.

(4) Ultraviolet (UV) lights are emitted by the
Bremsstrahlung radiation process. The emitted UV
lights cause photoionization.

(5) The ambipolar diffusion is predominant in the elec-
tron diffusion process.

The concept of the model using a reference frame is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The fundamental equation set for cal-
culating the laser-induced ionization wave consists of the
radiative transfer equations (RTEs) and fluid equations.
For each equation, a steady state is assumed by using
the reference frame fixed to the ionization wave. At the
steady state, the speed of moving grid corresponds to the
ionization wave velocity.
The first equation is the RTE of the incident laser

beam, which is formulated as follows:

−∂Ilas
∂x

= −Plas,abs. (1)

where Ilas is the left-running laser intensity. The inverse
Bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption is assumed for the ab-
sorption process. Hence Plas,abs is expressed as follows:

Plas,abs = neσlas,absIlas, (2)

where ne and σlas,abs are the electron number density
and absorption cross-section for the laser, respectively.
σlas,abs is calculated as follows:

σlas,abs =
1

cε0

e2

me

νcol
ω2
las + ν2col

. (3)

The electron-neutral scattering collision is assumed for
estimating the collision frequency νcol. The angular fre-
quency of the laser ωlas is calculated by using the relation
ωlas = 2πc/λlas.
In addition to the laser beam, the RTEs for the ultravi-

olet (UV) lights emitted from the plasma are considered.
The RTEs for the right- and left-running UV lights are
written as follows:

∂IR
∂x

= PR,rad − PR,abs, (4)

−∂IL
∂x

= PL,rad − PL,abs, (5)

where IR and IL are the right- and left-running UV-light
intensities, respectively. The Bremsstrahlung radiation
process is assumed for the UV-light radiation. The volu-
metric power of the continuous plasma radiation per unit

Fig. 1. (a) A self-emission image of the laser-induced
discharge. The control volume for the simulation is depicted. (b)
The concept of the 1-D laser induced discharge model.

frequency per unit solid angle iν is given as follows [5]:

iν = 6.3× 10−53Z
2
effn

2
e√

eTe

exp

(
− hν

eTe

)
, (6)

where Zeff is the effective nuclear charge. The UV lights
contributing to the photoionization are derived by in-
tegrating iν with the energy greater than the ionization
energy. Further, the radiations included in the right- and
left-running lights are estimated by integrating iν within
the hemisphere, respectively. Thus, PR,rad and PL,rad are
calculated as follows:

PR,rad = PL,rad =

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

εion

iνdεdΩ, (7)

where εion is the ionization energy. The UV lights are
consumed in the photoionization. PR,rad and PL,rad are
respectively expressed as follows:

PR,abs = −nnσphotoIR, (8)

PL,abs = −nnσphotoIL, (9)

where photoionization cross-section σphoto is given by the
experimental data.
The electron flow is simply modeled by using the am-

bipolar diffusion equation. This equation is described in
the reference frame moving with the ionization wave ve-
locity. Thus, the equation for the electron flow in the
steady state is written as follows:

∂

∂x

(
−Uwavne +Damb

∂ne

∂x

)
= Se,col + Se,photo, (10)

where Uwav and Damb are the ionization wave velocity
and ambipolar diffusion coefficient, respectively. Se,col

and Se,photo are the source of electrons by the collisional
ionization and photoionization, respectively. The deter-
mination method of Uwav is described in Sec. 3.2. Damb
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is calculated as follows:

Damb =
µiDe + µeDi

µi + µe
. (11)

It is assumed that the laser energy absorbed by electrons
is instantaneously consumed in ionization. Hence Se,col

can be expressed as follows:

Se,col =
Plas,abs

eεion
. (12)

Similarly, Se,photo is given as follows:

Se,photo =
PR,abs + PL,abs

eεion
. (13)

The assumption of the instantaneous energy conver-
sion between the laser and ionization also gives a clue
for estimating the electron temperature. This assump-
tion implies that the electron temperature is adjusted to
achieve the relation in Eq. (12). Se,col can also be ex-
pressed by using the electron temperature as follows:

Se,col = neνion = nennfion (Te) , (14)

where fion is the convolution of the ionization collision
cross-section and electron thermal velocity, and it is a
function of the electron temperature [6]. The data of col-
lisional cross-section is needed in calculating fion, and it
is taken from the experimental data [7]. By combining
Eqs. (2), (12), and (14), the electron temperature can be
estimated as follows:

Te = f−1
ion

(
σlas,absIlas

nn

)
. (15)

The last equation is the mass conservation equation
for neutral particles. It is assumed that the neutral flow
is also in the steady-state within the reference frame,
and the flow velocity is negligibly small compared to the
ionization wave velocity. Hence the mass conservation of
neutral particles in the reference frame is formulated as
follows:

∂

∂x
(−Uwavnn) = −Se,col − Se,photo. (16)

3. Calculation condition and numerical method

3.1 Calculation condition

The physical parameters assumed in this simulation are
listed in Table I. The gas species is argon. The infor-
mation of the collision frequency, laser wavelength, and
photoionization cross-section are taken from Ref. [5]. The
data of mobilities and diffusion coefficients for ion and
electron are taken from Ref. [8].
The calculation condition of the one-dimensional sim-

ulation is illustrated in Fig. 2. A small electron number
density is set at the upstream boundary to minimize the
seed-electron supply from the inflow. Also, a Neumann
condition for the electron number density is given at the
downstream boundary which satisfies the electron flux
conservation. The inflow laser intensity is of the same
order of magnitude as the incident laser intensity used
in the experiments [5]. The right- and left-running UV-
light intensities are set at zero on the left- and right-hand
side boundaries, respectively. Lastly, the ambient neutral
number density is assumed for the inflow condition.

Table I. Assumed physical parameters in the simulation.

Parameter Symbol Value

Gas species - Argon

First ionization energy, eV εion 15.76
Collision frequency, s−1 νcol 4.06×1012

Laser wavelength, m λlas 10.6×10−6

Photoionization cross-section, m2 σphoto 2.92×10−21

Ion mobility, m2 s−1 V−1 µi 1.90×10−4

Electron mobility, m2 s−1 V−1 µe 3.95×10−2

Ion diffusion coefficient, m2 s−1 Di 8.46×10−6

Electron diffusion coefficient, m2 s−1 De 1.58×10−1

Inflow electron number density, m−3 ne,in 1.0×1010

Inflow laser intensity, W m−2 Ilas,in 1.0×1011

Inflow neutral number density, m−3 nn,in 2.45×1025

Fig. 2. Calculation condition of the one-dimensional
simulation.

The length of the calculation region is 10 mm where
a mesh of 192 grids with uniform spacing is used. In the
wave-propagation simulation using the reference frame,
the wavefront location can be arbitrarily adjusted. In this
simulation, the position of the ionization wavefront is
preset at x = 6 mm. The numerical method to match the
wavefront position with the preset position is explained
in Sec. 3.2

3.2 Numerical method

The overall calculation flow is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
simulation mainly consists of four processes: electron flow
calculation, neutral flow calculation, RTE calculation,
and wave velocity calculation. These processes are cal-
culated iteratively to derive the steady-state results.
The advection-diffusion equation in Eq. (10) for the

electron flow is computed by using an iterative method.
The iterative method is constructed by introducing a
pseudo-time advancement term as follows:

∂ne

∂t
+

∂

∂x

(
−Uwavne +Damb

∂ne

∂x

)
= Se,col + Se,photo. (17)

In the steady state, the pseudo-time advancement term
becomes negligibly small and the original equation is sat-
isfied. The second-order upwind method is used for the
advection term and the second-order central differencing
is used for the diffusion term. To enable a faster conver-
gence, an implicit method using the direct matrix inver-
sion is employed.
The neutral flow in Eq. (16) is also calculated itera-
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Fig. 3. Calculation flow of the steady-state simulation.

tively as follows:

∂nn

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(−Uwavnn) = −Se,col − Se,photo. (18)

The first-order upwind method is used for discretizing
the advection term, and the implicit time advancement
is used.
The RTEs for the laser and UV lights are calculated

at each pseudo-time step. The space-derivative terms are
discretized by using the second-order upwind method.
The direct method is used to achieve the instantaneous
information conveyance in the RTEs.
This computation utilizes the computational mesh

moving with the ionization wave velocity. However, the
ionization wave velocity is not known a priori. In some
wave-propagation simulations using the reference frame,
the wave velocity is found by changing the mesh speed
manually [9]. However, it is desired that the wave velocity
is automatically determined for efficient analyses. Thus,
the uniform ionization wave velocity Uwav is calculated
by using a pseudo-time advancment as follows:

∂Uwav

∂t
= α (xwave − xwave,preset) , (19)

where xwave and xwave,preset are the wavefront position
and preset wavefront position, respectively. α is an ar-
bitrary coefficient to accelerate the matching between
xwave and xwave,preset. By using this equation, the mesh
speed is automatically changed to adjust the wavefront
location to the preset position.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Convergence history

First of all, the convergence of the iterative calculation
is checked. In this simulation, pseudo-time advancement
terms are introduced for electron number density in Eq.
(17), neutral number density in Eq. (18), and ionization
wave velocity in Eq. (19). Since these time-derivative
terms are artificially introduced, they must converge to
negligibly small values in the steady state. The magni-
tude of each pseudo-time advancement term is evaluated

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a): Convergence histories of the electron number
density, neutral number density, and ionization wave velocity.
The logarithm of the normalized difference Dnorm is used for the

vertical axis. (b): Iterative history of the ionization wave velocity.
Uwav = 3, 340 m s−1 when converged.

by using the normalized difference Dnorm [10].
Fig. 4 (a) shows the iterative history of the normal-

ized difference for ne, nn, and Uwav. After about 104

iterations, Dnorm ∼ 10−16 is achieved for all the vari-
ables. From this result, it is confirmed that the all of the
pseudo-time advancement terms become negligibly small
values in the steady state.
At the steady state, Uwav is converged to a specific

value. The iterative history of Uwav is visualized in Fig.
4 (b). After about 2000 iterations, the Uwav is converged
to 3,360 m s−1. The Chapman-Jouguet velocity predicted
by the Raizer’s theory is calculated as 3,400 m s−1, if the
specific heat ratio is assumed to be 1.2 [3]. Therefore,
the simulated ionization wave velocity is on the same
order of magnitude as the Chapman-Jouguet velocity of
the LSD wave. From these results, it is concluded that
the simulation using the reference frame is successfully
implemented, and the ionization wave velocity can be
estimated from the simulation.

4.2 Steady-state distribution

After several thousand of time steps, stationary distribu-
tions are derived as visualized in Fig. 5. First, the laser
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intensity distribution is shown in Fig. 5 (a). A laser-
absorption layer exists behind the ionization wavefront
and the depth of the layer is approximately 1 mm. The
electron temperature is shown in Fig. 5 (b). The electron
temperature is uniform and is 1.9 eV. This value agrees
with the result of the spectroscopy experiment [5].
However, the obtained electron number density profile

is different from the experiments. After the complete ab-
sorption of the laser energy, the electron number density
exceeds 1025 m−3, as presented in Fig. 5 (c). This value is
greater than the experimental value by one order of mag-
nitude [5]. Also, in the experiments, it was observed that
the electron number density had a peak at about 1 mm
behind the ionization wavefront [4]. These discrepancies
implies that improvements are required in the physical
modeling to reflect the physics of the ionization wave.

5. Conclusion

A one-dimensional numerical simulation is conducted to
investigate the characteristics of the ionization wave in-
duced by the laser discharge. The radiative transfer equa-
tions for the laser and UV lights are coupled with the
fluid equations for electrons and neutral particles. In the
simulation, the laser of 100 GWm−2 is used for the argon
gas in the atmospheric pressure.
It is proven that the simulation using the reference

frame is useful for the wave-propagation analysis. All of
the pseudo-time advancement terms converge to negligi-
bly small values. The simulated ionization wave velocity
is on the same order of magnitude as the Chapman-
Jouguet velocity. The estimated electron temperature
agrees with the result of spectroscopy experiment. How-
ever, a discrepancy is observed between the calculated
electron number density and experiments. Improvements
are required in the physical modeling to reflect the
physics of the ionization wave accurately.
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